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Abstract 
In this paper, a receding horizon tracking control 
(RHTC) scheme is proposed for input and tracking- 
error constrained linear discrete time-varying systems. 
The control scheme is based on the minimization of a 
finite horizon cost function with finite terminal weight- 
ing matrices, which can easily he implemented by us- 
ing linear matrix inequality (LMI) optimization. The 
proposed RHTC scheme is discussed in terms of the 
asymptotic property, feasibility, and closed-loop stabil- 
ity. It is shown that imposing the zero control weight- 
ing matrix can guarantee the asymptotic property and 
feasibility for some special systems and tracking com- 
mands, and the closed-loop stability for discrete-time 
systems. 
1 Introduction 
In control literature based on optimal control theory, 
there has been little investigation about how to imple- 
ment a stabilizing tracking control for input/tracking- 
error constrained time-iarying systems. The results 
in [l], [2] consider tracking control problems only for 
unconstrained systems. In order for the tracking con- 
trol system to  be a hounded-input and bounded-output 
one, the closed-loop stability should be guaranteed 
when the tracking command is zero. Although the 
results in 131, [4] consider general timevarying sys- 
tems, they are not implementahle for constrained time- 
varying systems. 
In control literature based on optimal control the- 
ory, there have been only a few investigations into 
the asymptotic property for tracking control problems. 
The receding horizon tracking controls (RHTC) in [5 ] ,  
[l] show the asymptotic property with integrated con- 
trol action only for unconstrained time-invariant sys- 
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tems and constant tracking commands. Thus, all those 
results in [5],  [l] cannot show the asymptotic property 
when tracking commands are time-varying, or systems 
are input/tracking-error constrained or timevarying. 
2 Receding Horizon Tracking Control 
Consider a linear discrete time-varying system: 
s(i + 1) = A ( i ) s ( i )  + B(i)u(i) ,  z(i0) = zo (1) 
z(2) = C(i)z( i )  
subject to input and tracking-error constraints: 
-uiim(i) 5 G”(i)u(i) 5 utim(i), i = 0,1;.. ,CO { - i i im( i )  5 G i ( i ) i ( i )  5 iti,,,(i), i = 0 , 1 , . . .  ,W. 
where z,(i) the given tracking command, i ( i )  = r ( i )  - 
zp(i), G,(i) E RIxm, and Gi( i )  E R r X P .  
For the system ( l ) ,  consider the following constrained 
optimization problem at each time i: 
U(.)] + ?‘(i + N)Q/( i ) i . ( i  + N )  (2) 
subject to  input and tracking-error constraints: 
- ~ i m ( 7 )  i G u ( ~ b ( 7 )  5 Wim(7) (3) 
- i i i m ( ~ )  5 G i ( ~ ) i ( r )  5 i r i m ( ~ )  (4) 
where ? ( i )  = s(i) - s?(i), zr(i) = L(i)zr(i) ,  R(r) = 
R’(r) 2 0, and Q(T)  = Q”’(T) and Q f ( i )  = QY(i) are 
positive definite matrices. 
Q f ( i )  is a critical parameter for the asymptotic p rop  
erty, feasibility, and closed-loop stability of the receding 
Then, the first control u’(i) is called receding horizon 
tracking control (RHTC), which is obtained by solving 
the problem (2) subject to  (3)-(5) for U = i + N every 
time i. 
In literature, R(.) is always assumes to be positive def- 
inite. However, even if R(.) = 0, there can exist an 
unique and bounded control input. 
In the following, we investigate the asymptotic prop- 
erty, feasibility, and closed-loop stability of the prc- 
posed RHTC for constrained linear discrete t i m e  
varying systems. To this end, we introduce 
R(u)H,(u)Z,(u) = 0, ( I  - B(u)H~(u))ZT(u)  = 0 
where Z,(i) = A(i)z , ( i )  - z,(i + 1). 
(6) 
THEOREM 1 Assume that the problem (2) subject 
to (3)-(5) and (6) for U = i+N is feasible at each tame 
i where u(u) = - [ H ( i ) Z ( u )  + H,(u)Z,(u)] and z(u + 
1) = A(u)z(u) + B(u)u(u) satisfy (3) and (4). Then, 
the tmcking-error of the system (1) with the resulting 
RHTC goes to zero. 
R(o) = 0 is the easiest way to  satisfy (6). However, the 
only for some special systems and tracking commands. 
condition (6) is very conservative since it is satisfied 
Lemma 1 A t  the time i, assume that for all U 2 i+N,  
there ezists Q j ( i )  satisfying (5), (S), 
THEOREM 2 If the problem (2) subject to (3)-(5), 
IS), (S), (9) f o r  all U 2 i + N ,  and x ( i  + N )  E &Q!(;) 
is feasible at the initial time, then it is always feasible 
and thus, the resulting RHTC makes the tracking-error 
go to zem. 
From Theorem 2, we can mention the closed-loop sta- 
bility for constrained linear time-varying systems when 
Z?(.) = 0 as follows. 
THEOREM 3 If the problem (2) subject to (3)-(5), 
(a), (9) for all U 2 i + N ,  and z(i + N )  E 
with z?(.) = 0 is feasible at the initial time, then the 
closed-loop system with the resulting RHC is uniformly 
bounded and attractive. It is uniformly asymptotically 
stable i jC( . )  is positive definite. 
In the presentation, the proposed RHTC is illustrated 
via simulation examples. 
3 Conclusion 
The proposed RHTC scheme seems to  be first trials 
to tackle the asymptotic property and feasibility of the 
tracking control for constrained discrete timevarying 
systems including time-invariant systems. It is a very 
important and useful observation that under the zero 
control weighting matrix, the closed-loop stability can 
be guaranteed for discrete-time systems. For this rea- 
son, the proposed RHTC scheme based on LMI o p  
timization is expected to be applied to  many track- 
ing control problems especially when systems are con- 
strained and/or time-varying. 
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